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 UCL is the top-rated university in the 
UK for research strength 
 Total external grant income in 2014-15 
£409 million, placing UCL 2nd in the 
UK behind Oxford
 Total research income (2014-15) from 
UK research councils was £148.3 
million, placing UCL 1st in UK rankings
 According to Thomson Reuters 
Incites, UCL produced 1,567 Highly 
Cited papers between 2010 and 2015, 
11th among global universities
 All of UCL’s research, subject to 
permissions, can be placed in UCL 
Discovery − UCL’s online repository, 
available to everyone.
Justinian’s ‘Pandects’. A parchment fragment 
from the 14th century, consisting of one double 
folio leaf. UCL Library Services
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New UCL Student Centre (2018-19)
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 1,000 learning spaces
 No physical books
 Public-facing services 
Student and Registry 
Services
 NSC to be run  by the Library
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Plaster Relief by John Flaxman, 
Flaxman Gallery, UCL
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The Library as Leader
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 Europe has nearly two 
thirds of all mandatory OA 
policies
Where to start?
 LERU (League of 
European Research 
Universities) gives 






 Issues highlighted by LERU
 Costs
Models
 Rights and rewards
 Technologies
 Pasteur4OA
 56 advocacy sources
 17 Case Studies
 28 Briefing Papers
 6 papers on policy guidance
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Head of Open 
Access Services




















How much does 
it cost?
 Research Council 
grants covered in 
separate budgets
 Individual APCs 
account for 11% of 
budget
 Prepayments and 
memberships (for 
discounted APCs) 
















Total expended / 
committed
£1,308,788
UCL OA Free 
balance
-£4,976








 Journal articles and 
conference 
proceedings accepted 
from 1 April 2016
must have been 
deposited in an open 
access repository
 Upload your paper at 
once. Outputs not 
uploaded within 3 
months of publication 
cannot be submitted 
to the REF
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 The version to upload is the final 
accepted manuscript
 The Open Access Team will make 
your paper open access through 
UCL Discovery according to the 
publisher’s copyright permissions 
(usually after an embargo period)
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DART-Europe research theses portal
 DART-Europe (23/8/16)
 695,281 research theses
 595 Universities
 28 European countries
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 Missing
 University of Turku
 University of Vaasa
 University of Lapland 
 FINLAND
 All (11854)
 Aalto University (2685)
 Abo Akademi (1)
 University of Eastern Finland (1379)
 University of Helsinki (4411)
 University of Jyväskylä (1654)
 University of Oulu (1)
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Most Open Access policies exclude research monographs 
and textbooks
 UCL Press is the first fully Open Access University Press in 
the UK
 Launched in May 2015
 Open Access is seen as an opportunity, not a threat





 OA business model
 Sales via Print on 
Demand
 Enhanced digital 
interface





















in Year 1 (June 15 –
July 16 
 13 research monographs 
published
 41,469 downloads from 
UCL Discovery
 19,181 enhanced digital 
platform page views




Written by Deepak 
Kalaskar, Peter E M Butler, 
and Shadi Ghali from The 
Royal Free Hospital, 
London. The textbook 
offers a comprehensive 
overview of reconstructive 
plastic surgery for 
introductory plastic surgery 






 Jewish Historical 
Studies
 Journal of the 
Sylvia Townsend 
Warner Society




 4 published journals







 The Journal of Bentham 
Studies
 Think Pieces: A Journal of 
the Arts, Humanities, and 
Social Sciences
 UCL Journal of Law and 
Jurisprudence
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 Overlay journal system
 Content sits in UCL 
Discovery
 OJS sits on top as 
overlay
 Library manages 
repository content
 Editorial control sits with 
academic Department
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UCL Press Consultancy 
and Publishing services
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 Consultancy services to 
those universities wishing to 
set up their own OA 
publishing activity
 Publishing services for 
those universities who wish 
UCL to act as their publisher
 UCL undertakes publishing, 
branded for the 
commissioning university, & 
maintenance of files, & 
marketing
 Commissioning university 
manages book/journal 
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 Open Access is an opportunity, 
not a problem
 Library can assert a leadership 
role in OA
 Repository management
Management of OA funds
 Advocacy across the institution
 Library as publisher
 A creator, not simply a conserver or 
cataloguer of knowledge
 New role for Library in research, 
learning and innovation agendas
 Happy to hear questions
